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ANNOTATION: This article considers the credit-module system, which is currently considered a new system in higher education in the Republic of Uzbekistan, and its history of origin. The main purpose of using this program is to ensure transparency and openness in higher education.
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It is well-known that in our country, there is a special emphasis on such issues as devotion to higher education, its transparency, and the improvement of the system associated with the organization of the teaching process. President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Sh. Mirziyoyev affirmed the concept of developing the higher education system by 2030 and the Action Strategy for the five pillars of National Development during 2017-2021 "Development of Science, Education and the Digital Economy" On March 2, 2020, the PF Decrees No. 5953 set a number of tasks. One such priority and most important task was to gradually switch the educational process in higher education institutions to the credit module system.

The credit module system is an innovation for higher education, a new phase of education. The reason for this is that higher education was surrounded by paperwork left over from the Soviet era and some subjects that have lost their level of importance today and do not accept marketing at all today. The credit system in higher education, on the other hand, is aimed at improving the quality of education, and making the courses and courses more transparent and transparent. Another aspect of the system is that education aimed at a student, in other words, perfects mobility.

In addition, the credit module system combines several types of educational capabilities to provide students with the prospect of continuous learning.

It is no secret that everything has a creative history, with no exception to the credit-module system. Its first roots go back to the US. The credit-module system created in it is considered one of the first to be introduced, and it has contributed to the development of a
credit-module system in higher education institutions of the world, including European countries.

So what led to the establishment of a credit-module system in America? At the same time, of course, the subjects that still lost their reflection in practice at those times, including Latin, which by that time had already become a dead language, were translated as a separate language. As a result, universities became a place where high school representatives studied for authority, not a division that prepared standards which benefited the state. This changed by 1869, after Charles Elliott, then a leading thinker, was elected president of Harvard University.

It canceled strictly defined curriculums at the university, allowing students to choose and study the subjects they wanted, interested in, among the subjects offered in the curriculum. As a result, Harvard University was revived. The reason for this is that in order to interest the student, teachers also needed to conduct unusual and effective transitions and research on themselves to interest the student. In this way, subjects with low levels of importance for that period were removed from the curriculum. However, having abandoned strict curriculums, the university raised questions about the order in which the student's criteria for moving from course to course and graduation should be arranged and how much knowledge a student needs to acquire in order to be formed as a specialist. In those days, Harvard University found the following solution to this question: symbolic units of measurement (loans) were distributed to each subject based on its curriculum load. And it is stipulated that the student must collect a certain amount of loans. This will begin to determine the development of curricula and fitness for a particular level of education based on the number of loans it has accumulated.

European countries also developed a new ECTS (European Credit Transfer System) in 1989, based on the American credit system and the Niderladian higher education system. As a result of the introduction of the rules of this credit-module system, student exchange began to develop between universities in European countries.

By 1999, an international forum developing cooperation between the ministries of higher education in European countries, known as the Bologna process, began operating in Europe. According to him, the three-point "bachelor-master-doctor" structure of training
specialists in order to improve and improve the quality of education and to ensure transparency will be implemented in two phases throughout a single credit education system: higher education (bachelor's degree) and postgraduate education (doctor).

So what are the advantages of U.S. Higher Education if it switches to this system.

First of all, this system guarantees that the academic knowledge acquired by the student at the university where he or she is studying will be recognized in higher education institutions in a number of countries. And again, members of this system, or students, will be able to restore, move, and complete their studies to another study place.

Today, because of the ECTS system, the amount of loans that students must accumulate in a year is 60. If we consider this to be two semesters, it will be necessary to collect 30 credits per semester. If the bachelor's program is 3-4 years old, it is obligatory for a student to collect between 180 and 240 loans to win a bachelor's degree and 60 to 120 loans to complete a 1-2 year master's program.

The principles of the credit-module system are to organize student-oriented education, achieve transparency in education, strengthen flexibility in education, and strengthen student mobility. In other words, this system is not only the process of organizing education but also a model of evaluation based on a collection of modular teaching technologies and a credit measure. Although conducting it as a whole is a serene and complex systematic process, the use of this system in higher education is also a beneficial way for both a student and, of course, a higher education institution.
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